The BF F subtypes are detectable in the Ba fragment of factor B.
The unanimous recognition of the two subtypes FA and FB of the BF*F allele has repeatedly been challenged. In the present investigation we are reporting about the unequivocal and simple detection of the subtypes on the Ba fragment of factor B by immunofixation isoelectric focusing after conversion with inulin. The common BF phenotypes F, S, and FS could be diagnosed in addition to the subtypes of BF*F which were observed in two regions acidic of the F major band. By comparison of standard phenotypes the subtypes in the Ba fragment corresponded to those of native factor B. All BF bands could be attributed to the Ba fragment by developing Western Blots with monoclonal antibodies directed against Ba. The distribution of the major BF phenotypes and alleles and the BF F subtypes in a population sample of 527 unrelated individuals from F.R.G. was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium. The allele frequency was determined to be 0.0731 for BF*FA, and 0.1053 for BF*FB. The advantages of determining the subtypes on the Ba fragment are: broadening of the FA/FB corridor, a more reliable diagnosis of phenotypes, improved distinction between homozygous FA and heterozygous FAFB types, and recognition of common BF phenotypes as well as subtypes in aged sera. It is suggested that the problem in the designation of BF F subtypes by different groups should be resolved by an international reference typing.